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Abstract
Accurate change detection enables a wide range of
tasks in visual surveillance, anomaly detection and mobile robotics. However, contemporary change detection approaches assume an ideal matching between the current and
stored scenes, whereas only coarse matching is possible in
real-world scenarios. Thus, contemporary approaches fail
to show the reported performance in real-world settings. To
overcome this limitation, we propose SimSaC. SimSaC concurrently conducts scene flow estimation and change detection and is able to detect changes with imperfect matches.
To train SimSaC without additional manual labeling, we
propose a training scheme with random geometric transformations and the cut-paste method. Moreover, we design
an evaluation protocol which reflects performance in realworld settings. In designing the protocol, we collect a test
benchmark dataset, which we claim as another contribution. Our comprehensive experiments verify that SimSaC
displays robust performance even given imperfect matches
and the performance margin compared to contemporary approaches is huge.

1. Introduction
Robust scene change detection (SCD) [52] plays a
crucial role in various areas such as visual surveillance
[33], anomaly detection [10], mobile robotics [43] and autonomous vehicles [30]. The SCD task aims to identify the
changes in the current scene compared to the scene at different time steps. For storing past observations, the SCD
task demands a database system. Numerous factors including view variation, illumination change, dynamic objects,
different weather and camera jitter make the task challenging.
The SCD task in general requires visual place recognition (VPR) [39] to pair the current scene (query) with
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed SimSaC. The proposed SimSaC displays robust performance even given imperfect matches of
reference and query images with which conventional methods fail.

the scenes (reference) stored in a database system. After
VPR, SCD analyzes the paired scenes for identification of
changes. Contemporary approaches for SCD, however, assumes an ideal match of the scene between the current and
the past time steps although observing the same scene with
a perfect match hardly occurs in real-world applications.
Thus, contemporary approaches would not display the reported performance when deployed to practical systems.
Furthermore, the need for investigating the effect of imperfect matches for SCD and developing a robust neural architecture for pragmatic SCD lingers.
To overcome the limitation and develop a neural architecture that could readily function in real-world settings, we
propose simultaneous Scene Flow Estimation and Change
Detection (SimSaC). SimSaC is a neural network that concurrently performs scene flow estimation and change detection (Fig. 1). We propose to learn the two tasks in a multitask learning setting (dual-task learning) by which SimSaC leverages dense correspondence (scene flow) and miscorrespondence (change). The proposed dual-task learning
leads to robust change detection performance even given
imperfect matches of reference and query images, in which
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conventional methods are unsuccessful. In addition, we propose a training scheme to learn the two tasks without requiring additional labels. We introduce random geometric
transformations [41] and the cut-paste method [19] to query
images and generate pseudo labels for scene flow estimation
and change detection.
Next, we carefully design an evaluation protocol for
scene change detection that reflects performance in realworld settings and compare conventional methods under the
proposed evaluation protocol. Specifically, we propose to
measure performance with imperfect matches of reference
and query images in addition to the conventional evaluation
protocol. For this, we collect a new evaluation benchmark
dataset. To collect the benchmark dataset, we first run an
off-the-shelf VPR algorithm over change detection evaluation datasets and collect imperfect matches. Moreover, we
attentively remove the incorrect matches where the VPR algorithm fails to discover the matches. We open-source the
proposed benchmark dataset.
In summary, the main contributions of our work are as
follows:
1. Problem Formulation: We carefully formulate a
change detection task that reflects performance in realworld settings for the first time. We expect our work
would provoke the evolution of the change detection
task towards practical use cases.
2. SimSaC Architecture: We propose the SimSaC network for robust change detection which leverages
both dense correspondence (scene flow) and miscorrespondence (change).
3. Robust Training Scheme: We design a training
scheme that enhances the robustness of change detection without requiring additional annotations.
4. Evaluation Dataset: We collect a new benchmark
dataset consisting of imperfect matches for measuring
change detection performance in real-world scenarios.
5. Open Source: We contribute to the research society
by making the source code of the proposed SimSaC
network, the pretrained network parameters and the
benchmark dataset public.

2. Related Works
2.1. Change Detection
Traditional Approaches. Traditional change detection
approaches fall into two categories [23]: pixel-based and
object-based approaches. First, pixel-based approaches handle a pair of images and extract features for detecting
changes assuming perfect image registration between the

paired images. Pixel-based approaches are inherently sensitive to noise and mis-registration errors; researchers have
attempted to overcome the sensitiveness through diverse
transformations. Principle component analysis (PCA) [16],
iterative reweighted multivariate alteration detection (IRMAD) [46] and Wavelet transformation [9] exemplify
such attempts. Moreover, object-based approaches focus
on meaningful objects rather than all pixels for change
detection. Thus, object-based approaches in general demand segmentation algorithms. Multiple research efforts
have enhanced the performance of object-based approaches.
For instance, neighborhood correlation image analysis [28],
parcel-based context-sensitive change detection [7] and
object-level progressive change feature classification [25]
have led the enhancement. However, traditional approaches
have naturally faded away due to the dramatic performance
enhancement of deep learning-based approaches.
Deep Learning Approaches. Deep learning-based approaches have become feasible after the introduction of
several large-scale datasets. For example, Sakurada and
Okatani have built TSUNAMI and Google Street View
datasets [56] and Alcantarilla et al. VL-CMU-CD dataset
[2]. Based on these datasets, various deep neural architectures have emerged: Nguyen et al. [45] have developed a
triplet CNN architecture that extracts pertinent features for
change detection; Chen et al. [12] have introduced an attention ConvLSTM architecture for performing pixel-level
change detection; Mandal et al. [40] have designed spatiotemporal feature learning framework using 3D-CNN; Akilan et al. [1] have proposed a 3D-CNN LSTM architecture
for detection pixel-wise changes over time; and Bakkay et
al. [5] have utilized generative adversarial learning frameworks to extract motion features for performing change detection. These deep learning-based approaches, however,
assume a perfect match between the query and reference
images. Thus, these approaches would not guarantee the
reported performance with imperfect matches which occur
much more frequently than the assumed perfect matches in
real-world settings.

2.2. Image Warping
Optical Flow. The optical flow estimation task estimates
2D scene flow fields between paired images. Dosovitskiy et
al. [18] have proposed the first trainable CNN architecture,
FlowNet which resembles a U-Net architecture. Next, various enhanced architectures such as FlowNet2 [27], SpyNet
[53], PWC-NET [60] and LiteFlowNet [24] have followed.
These architectures have either combined conventional architectures or employed feature pyramid networks for performance improvement. Nonetheless, these architectures
display poor performance when strong geometric transformations appear or when the visual appearance significantly
differs.
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Figure 2. Architecture of the proposed SimSaC architecture. SimSaC consists of four major components: 1) a two-stream feature pyramid,
2) correlation layers estimating pixel-level similarity scores given a feature pair, 3) correspondence map decoder (CMD) estimating the
scene flow w, and 4) mis-correspondence map decoder (MMD) estimating the change mask M .

Geometric Correspondence. In this work, we focus
on dense correspondence within geometric correspondence.
Geometric correspondence aims to robustly discover correspondence between two images even when large geometric displacement occurs. Melekhov et al. [41] have introduced DGC-Net inspired by the advances in optical flow estimation architectures for dense 2D correspondence. Next,
Rocco et al. [54] have designed NC-Net that filters out ambiguous matches and retains matches satisfying cyclic consistency. Moreover, Truong et al. [61] have proposed GLUNet for handling large and small displacements and dealing
with any input resolution.

2.3. Visual Place Recognition (VPR)
VPR requires powerful image representations for image
matching. In general, VPR utilizes two types of representations: global image descriptors and local keypoint descriptors. First of all, global image descriptors represent an image by one single feature vector. Early global image descriptors aggregated local keypoint descriptors through Bag
of Words (BoW) [14, 59], Fisher Vectors (FV) [29, 50] or
Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) [4, 31]
for image representations. Recently, these approaches have
employed deep neural networks for boosting performance.
Examples of such approaches include NetVLAD [3], PatchNetVLAD [22], NetBoW [48] and NetFV [42].
On the other hand, local keypoint descriptors describe
salient regions of an image. Traditionally, hand-crafted features such as SIFT [38], SURF [6] and ORB [55] were
prevalent. After the surge of deep learning, data-driven local
features including LIFT [62], DeLF [47], SuperPoint [17]
have appeared.

3. Methodology
3.1. Network Architecture
Overview. Fig. 2 displays the proposed SimSaC network
architecture. SimSaC receives imperfect matches of query
and reference images. Then, SimSaC performs dual tasks
using two decoders: correspondence (scene flow) map decoder (CMD) and mis-correspondence (change) map decoder (MMD). Utilizing both dense correspondence and
mis-correspondence allows warping of the reference image in respect of the query image. This dual-learning task
in addition to the proposed training scheme detailed in the
following subsection helps SimSaC achieve robust performance even given imperfect matches.
Two-Stream Feature Pyramid. SimSaC is a twostream feature pyramid architecture [61] consisting of four
levels (L=4)—enabling dense correspondence and miscorrespondence estimation for any input resolution. L1 and
L2 deal with the query and reference images down-scaled
to a fixed resolution HL × WL while L3 and L4 directly
handle the original image resolution H × W . L3 up-scales
the features L2 has processed and L4 recovers the original
resolution.
Correlation Layers. The local correlation layers [27]
evaluate the feature correlation cl between the query Fql ∈
RHl ×Wl ×dl and the reference Frl ∈ RHl ×Wl ×dl feature
maps within a search radius R as follows:
  c^{l}(\textbf {x}, \textbf {d}) = F_{q}^{l}(\textbf {x})^{T} F_{r}^{l}(\textbf {x}+\textbf {d}),\:\: ||\textbf {d}||_{\infty } \leq R, 

(1)

where x ∈ Z2 represents a feature map coordinate, d ∈ Z2
the displacement from x, and l the level in the feature pyra-
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mid. The dimensionality of cl is Hl × Wl × (2R + 1)2 . Furthermore, the global correlation layer [27] evaluates the feature correlation C l ∈ RHl ×Wl ×(Hl Wl ) between the query
and the reference feature maps in all locations as follows:
  C^l(\textbf {x}, \textbf {x}') = F_{q}^{l}(\textbf {x})^{T} F_{r}^{l}(\textbf {x}'). 
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Remark. We note that the components of the proposed
SimSaC architecture appeared in previous works; however,
any single design choice cannot explain the superiority of
the proposed SimSaC architecture, but their composition.
Thus, one’s presumably considering our results as findings
rather than a novel algorithm does not diminish the importance of our work.

3.2. Correspondence Map Decoder (CMD)
Correspondence map decoder (CMD) aims to find pixelwise dense correspondence between a query Iq ∈ RH×W ×3
and a reference Ir ∈ RH×W ×3 . Dense correspondence often referred to as scene flow w ∈ RH×W ×2 warps Ir towards Iq as follows:
  I_q(\textbf {x}) \approx I_r(\textbf {x} + \textbf {w}(\textbf {x})). 

(3)

The flow w depicts the pixel-wise 2D motion in the coordinate system of the query image and has a direct connection
with the pixel correspondence map m(x) = x + w(x).
Given an image pair and the ground truth pixel correspondence map wgt , we use a hierarchical end-point error
(EPE) for training CMD as follows:
  \mathcal {L}_{c} = \sum _{l=0}^{L-1}{\alpha ^{(l)}\frac {1}{N^{(l)}}\sum _{i=0}^{\small N^{(l)}-1}{\|\hat {w}_{i}^{(l)} - w_{i}^{(l)} \|_1}}, 

(4)

where ∥.∥1 is the L1 distance between an estimated dense
correspondence map ŵ(l) and the ground truth one w(l) ; i
indexes over pixel locations N (l) at each level l of the Llevel feature pyramid. In order to adjust the weight of different pyramid layers, we introduce a vector of scalar weight
coefficients α(l) .

3.3. Mis-Correspondence Map Decoder (MMD)
Mis-correspondence map decoder (MMD) targets to estimate the pixel-level mis-correspondence between a query
Iq ∈ RH×W ×3 and a reference Ir ∈ RH×W ×3 . We represent the mis-correspondence map as a probability map
whose pixel values indicate the mis-correspondence score at
each pixel. Given an image pair and the ground-truth pixel
mis-correspondence score map, we optimize a hierarchical
focal loss for dealing with an imbalanced pixel classification problem as follows:
  \begin {split} e_{i}^{(l)} &= (1-\hat {M_{i}}^{(l)})^{\gamma }M_{i}^{(l)}log(\hat {M_{i}}^{(l)}) \\ &+(\hat {M_{i}}^{(l)})^{\gamma }(1-M_{i}^{(l)})log(1-\hat {M_{i}}^{(l)}), \\ \mathcal {L}_{m} &= -\sum _{l=0}^{L-1}{\beta ^{(l)}\frac {1}{N^{(l)}}\sum _{i=0}^{N^{(l)}-1}{e_{i}^{(l)}}}, \end {split} 
(5)

Figure 3. Generated synthetic samples for dual-task learning of
both dense correspondence and mis-correspondence.

(l)

where ei
(l)
Mi

is the focal loss for a pixel indexed as i,
(l)

and M̂i are the ground-truth and estimated miscorrespondence scores of a pixel, respectively, and γ is
the scalar constant for reducing the relative loss for wellclassified pixels (γ = 0.5). We also use a vector of scalar
weight coefficients β (l) .

3.4. Loss Function
The objective function L for SimSaC combines the correspondence loss Lc and the mis-correspondence loss Lm
as follows:
  \mathcal {L} = \mathcal {L}_{c}+\lambda \mathcal {L}_{m}, 
(6)
where λ is a weight coefficient (λ = 1.0). Details on the
hyper-parameters used for training and precise network definitions of all network components follow in the supplementary material.

3.5. Training Scheme for Dual-Task Learning
Training the proposed SimSaC network requires labels
of scene flow and change mask for each image pair. However, there is no available dataset providing both types of
labels and annotating such labels costs a lot of time and
manual work. To cope with the limitation, we propose to
generate training samples for dual-task learning of dense
correspondence and mis-correspondence using random image warping [41] and the cut-paste method [19] (Fig. 3). To
guarantee the diversity of training samples and the generality of the models, we devise five types of samples, each
corresponding to the rows of Fig. 3, as follows:
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• Static (row 1): Static pairs do not have miscorrespondence between query and reference images
though a correspondence map exists. We attach random foreground objects to a reference image, construct a random scene flow map, and warp the reference image with the attached foreground objects using
the scene flow map to create a pair of reference and
query images.
• Missing (row 2): In this class of image pairs, some
foreground objects appear on reference images but
not on the corresponding query images. The rest of
the sample generation process is identical to that of
“static”.
• New (row 3): In this class of image pairs, some foreground objects appear on query images but not on the
corresponding reference images.
• Replaced (row 4): In this class of image pairs, the foreground objects on reference images get replaced on the
corresponding query images. We choose foreground
objects that have similar areas as the original objects
for replacement.
• Moved (row 5): In this class of image pairs, the foreground objects on reference images get translated and
rotated on the corresponding query images.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets and Preprocessing
We employ four datasets for training and validation of
the proposed SimSaC architecture: Synthetic, ChangeSim
[49], VL-CMU-CD [2] and PCD [56]. We use the Synthetic
dataset for pretraining or training processes while we adopt
other three datasets for both training and testing. Further, we
apply the proposed training scheme for dual-task learning
only to Synthetic for fair comparison.
Synthetic amounts to 200,000 image pairs generated following the proposed training scheme for dual-task learning. The number of samples for each class (“static”, “missing”, “new”, “replaced” and “moved”) is 40,000. For reference images, we retrieve images from the DPED [26],
Cityscapes [13], and ADE-20K [63] datasets and apply the
proposed training scheme to construct query images. Moreover, we utilize the COCO [36] for foreground objects.
ChangeSim is a photo-realistic indoor dataset created
using Unreal Engine 4 [32]. It consists of 20 image sequences (approximately 1,000 frames for each sequence)
taken in ten different environments (two sequences from
each environment). Among the 20 sequences, 12 sequences
are for training and 8 sequences for testing. Each query image is roughly matched with the corresponding reference

image using its estimated 7-D pose obtained by RTABMAP [34], one of the latest visual SLAM algorithms. ChangeSim provides three versions of visual variation for each
image sequence: normal, dusty-air, and low-illumination.
Normal is a situation where there is no visual change except for object changes in a pair, i.e., the air turbidity or
light intensity between the two images remains the same. In
dusty-air and low-illumination, query images become unclear compared to the reference images, i.e., the air turbidity increases in dusty-air, and the light intensity decreases
in low-illumination. Each pair has a change mask with five
change classes, i.e., static, new, missing, rotated and replaced. Since the multi-class change detection is beyond the
scope of our approach, we ignore the change classes and
treat the change masks as binary ones (static or changed).
Note that we use only the normal split for training following the convention [49].
VL-CMU-CD is a long time span street-view scene
change detection dataset containing 151 image sequences
(approximately 9 frames for each sequence). Following the
official splits [2], a total of 1,362 image pairs is split into
933 training pairs (98 sequences) and 429 test pairs (54 sequences). Each pair has a change mask with five semantic
classes. Since the semantics are beyond the scope of our approach, we ignore the semantic classes and treat the change
masks as binary ones (static or changed).
PCD consists of 200 pairs of panoramic images with the
resolution of 224×1024 and hand-labeled change masks.
The PCD dataset is divided into two subsets: GSV and
TSUNAMI, where their domains are street views and posttsunami scenes, respectively. Following the convention, we
collect 224×224-sized patches by sliding 56 pixels in the
horizontal direction and applying the data augmentation of
plane rotation, resulting in a total of 24,000 image pairs. We
adopt 5-fold cross-validation for model training and testing
following the convention [57].
Dataset
VL-CMU-CD
GSV
PCD
TSUNAMI
Normal
ChangeSim
Dusty-air
Low-illumi.

Recall@1
76.8
85.8
53.7
66.7
47.8
49.2

Recall@5
87.7
87.5
55.5
68.9
50.4
55.6

Recall@10
89.8
87.8
55.9
69.6
51.6
57.1

Recall@20
91.7
88.1
56.2
72.0
53.4
59.4

Table 1. VPR performance (Recall@K) of Patch-NetVLAD on the
scene change detection datasets.

4.2. Preparation of Imperfect Matches
In order to propose and evaluation benchmark and show
the robustness of the proposed model given an imperfect
match, we generate imperfect matches from ChangeSim,
VL-CMU-CD and PCD using the latest VPR model, PatchNetVLAD [22]. The weights learnt from the Mapillary
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dataset [44] are used and fixed for all experiments. Recall@1 and Recall@5 of PatchNetVLAD for the Mapillary
dataset are 79.5% and 86.2%, respectively.
Annotation of valid matching. If VPR retrieves a completely wrong image, the subsequent scene change detection
is meaningless. To prevent this, we label the retrieved images by checking whether the extraction is valid. For ChangeSim, we consider retrieved images with a distance of less
than 1 m from their query images as correct. For VL-CMUCD, if the retrieved image and the query image belong to
the same video, the retrieved image is considered to be correct. For PCD, the retrieved image is considered correct if
the retrieved image and query image belong to the same
panoramic image and their intersection over union (IoU) is
greater than 0.6. Table 1 shows the quality of matches generated using VPR for SCD datasets evaluated through the
Recall@K metric.

4.3. Implementation Details
Training Schedule. We employ two types of training
schedules: target data only training (T) and 2-stage training
(S → (S, T )) that we newly propose as follows:
• T: Target data only training utilizes just one target
dataset (either ChangeSim, VL-CMU-CD or PCD) for
training.

which are counted for every pixel. Next, we measure performance drop in percent between the change detection performances given ground-truth matching and imperfect matching.
Parameter Setting and Hardware. We initialized models from the ImageNet-pretrained weights and the weights
of newly added layers by the Xavier method [20]. In the
training phase, we optimized models using the AdamW optimizer [37] with the batch size of 16, and learning rate decay of 4×10−4 . The initial learning rate of 10−4 is halved at
epochs 12, 20, and 23, respectively. All images are resized
to 520×520 during training. We implemented our model
with Pytorch. We trained and tested the models on a workstation with one NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPU with 24GB memory and one Intel i9 CPU.
Model

Backbone

Training

CSCDNet [57]
CSCDNet [57]
DR-TANet [11]
DR-TANet [11]
Ours
Ours

Res18
Res18
Res18
Res18
VGG16
VGG16

T
S→(S,T)
T
S→(S,T)
T
S→(S,T)

  \begin {split} F1\mbox {-}score &= \frac {2 \times Precision \times Recall}{Precision + Recall}, \end {split} 

(7)

where P recision = T P/(T P + F P ), and Recall =
T P/(T P + F N ); TP, FP, and FN are the number of true
positives, false positives and false negatives, respectively,

F1-score (%)
Dusty-air
GT VPR
15.5 11.5
14.2 10.4
22.0 16.4
20.4 15.6
29.3 22.1
56.8 42.5

Low-illumi.
GT VPR
13.5
2.6
13.2
4.2
17.7
6.4
17.1
4.7
27.4 20.4
42.7 32.4

avg. PD
(%)
53.4
44.2
39.4
40.9
44.5
22.3

Table 2. Quantitative results on the ChangeSim dataset. The best
two results are marked in bold and underline, respectively.

• S → (S, T ): The first stage of 2-stage training learns
the dual-task from the Synthetic dataset for 25 epochs;
and the second stage utilizes both the Synthetic and
one target dataset for 25 epochs. To deal with the data
imbalance problem, we down-sample the number of
the Synthetic dataset to the number of the target dataset
in the second stage. Moreover, we set Lc = 0 for target
datasets in the second stage since the target datasets do
not provide ground-truth scene flows.
Data Augmentation. In the training phase, we randomly select one image in a pair and apply random image
transforms such as color jittering, channel shuffling, grayscaling, Gaussian blurring, motion blurring, and random
shadowing. We implement the data augmentations with the
Albumentation library [8].
Evaluation Metrics. We evaluate performance using
two metrics: the standard F1-score and the (average) performance drop. The F1 score is the harmonic mean of precision
and recall as follows:

Normal
GT VPR
32.6 14.7
30.1 17.6
40.2 25.7
38.1 24.5
69.1 27.4
66.5 54.1

Model

Backbone

Training

EFNet [15]
Siam-Cone [15]
Siam-Diff [15]
CosimNet [21]
CDNet [58]
HPCFNet [35]
CSCDNet [57]
CSCDNet [57]
DR-TANet [11]
DR-TANet [11]
Ours
Ours

U-Net
U-Net
U-Net
DeepLabV2
U-Net
VGG-16
Res18
Res18
Res18
Res18
VGG16
VGG16

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
S→(S,T)
T
S→(S,T)
T
S→(S,T)

F1-score (%)
GT
VPR
58.1
66.4
62.5
70.6
68.5
75.2
71.0 61.0
69.0 63.0
75.5 62.6
72.1 60.9
75.6 68.2
79.7 75.4

PD
(%)
14.1
8.7
17.1
15.5
9.8
5.4

Table 3. Quantitative results on the VL-CMU-CD Dataset. The
best two results are marked in bold and underline, respectively.

Model

Backbone

Training

EFnet [15]
Siam-Cone [15]
Siam-Diff [15]
CosimNet [21]
CDNet [58]
CDNet++ [51]
HPCFNet [35]
CSCDNet [57]
CSCDNet [57]
DR-TANet [11]
DR-TANet [11]
Ours
Ours

U-Net
U-Net
U-Net
DeepLabV2
U-Net
VGG19
VGG16
Res18
Res18
Res18
Res18
VGG16
VGG16

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
S→(S,T)
T
S→(S,T)
T
S→(S,T)

GSV
GT VPR
56.5
63.8
64.7
69.2
69.3
68.0
77.6
73.8 58.6
69.1 57.8
72.9 56.1
68.6 55.1
78.2 61.0
78.4 69.3

F1-score (%)
TSUNAMI
GT VPR
65.9
70.9
71.7
80.6
83.8
86.0
86.8
85.9 74.3
75.7 65.9
88.6 75.5
74.1 65.2
86.5 69.7
90.4 84.4

Average
GT VPR
61.2
67.4
68.2
74.9
76.6
77.0
82.2
79.9 66.5
72.4 61.9
80.8 65.8
71.4 60.2
82.3 65.4
84.4 76.8

avg. PD
(%)
16.8
14.6
18.5
15.7
20.6
9.0

Table 4. Quantitative results on the PCD Dataset. The best two
results are marked in bold and underline, respectively.
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4.4. Comparative Studies
We compare our model SimSaC with nine baselines:
EFNet [15], Siam-Cone [15], Siam-Diff [15], CosimNet
[21], CDNet [58], CDNet++ [51], HPCFNet [35], CSCDNet [57] and DR-TANet [11]. We evaluate each model
with two types of matches: GT where we use ground-truth
matches, and VPR where we use imperfect matches obtained by VPR. Note that we use the VPR pairs only for
evaluation and the GT pairs for training. In addition, we
trained CSCDNet and DR-TANet, which are open-sourced
algorithms, using the two training schedules delineated in
4.3 and report their performance in the cases of GT and
VPR. For other baselines, we report their reported performance evaluated on the ground-truth pairs due to the unavailability of their sources.
Evaluation on ChangeSim. Table 2 displays the quantitative comparison results on the ChangeSim dataset. The
results attest that SimSaC outperforms the baselines with a
large margin given GT pairs in every split (normal, dustyair, and low-illumi.). Furthermore, the performance gap
even increased as we fed imperfect pairs from VPR, while
the baselines show a significant performance degradation
given VPR pairs. The performance drop of SimSaC is only
half of the baselines. Another major difference between
SimSaC and other comparative models is the effect of the
synthetic dataset. While the baselines show little or no performance improvement due to pre-training using the Synthetic dataset, SimSaC reveals a dramatic performance improvement. This implies learning the scene flow is the key
to improving the change detection performance since SimSaC alone learns the scene flow estimation when learning
with the Synthetic dataset.
Evaluation on VL-CMU-CD and PCD. Tables 3 and
4 present the quantitative comparison results on the VLCMU-CD and PCD datasets, respectively. The results are
consistent with those from ChangeSim. Specifically, SimSaC with the 2-stage training schedule introduced in our
work exhibits exceedingly slight performance drop compared to the baselines. Further, the performance gap is larger
in the case of ChangeSim compared to the VL-CMU-CD
and PCD cases since VPR performance is lower for ChangeSim (Table 1)—establishing the effectiveness of SimSaC.
Qualitative Comparison. Fig. 4 depicts qualitative
comparison results. From top to bottom, each row represents results from ChangeSim-normal, ChangeSim-dustyair, ChangeSim-low-illumination, VL-CMU-CD, PCDGSV, and PCD-TSUNAMI, respectively. The qualitative results corroborate that SimSaC can capture change regions
robustly under the challenging conditions of large viewpoint
variations and imperfect matches.

Training
T
S
S→T
(S,T)
S→(S,T)

Normal
69.2
57.8
67.3
64.1
66.5

F1-score (%)
ChangeSim
VL-CMU-CD
Dusty-air Low-illumi.
29.4
27.5
75.6
29.4
26.4
44.3
42.8
32.3
79.1
51.3
37.2
67.5
56.9
42.7
79.7

GSV
78.2
31.2
78.0
77.1
78.4

PCD
TSUNAMI
86.5
75.1
89.9
87.0
90.4

Table 5. Ablation study of the training scheme. The best two results are marked in bold and underline, respectively.
Task
C
C
A→C
(A,C)

Training
T
S→(S,T)
S→(S,T)
S→(S,T)

Normal
69.2
68.2
64.5
66.5

F1-score (%)
ChangeSim
VL-CMU-CD
Dusty-air Low-illumi.
29.4
27.5
75.6
45.1
32.8
77.1
40.9
29.1
71.5
56.9
42.7
79.7

GSV
78.2
78.5
72.5
78.4

PCD
TSUNAMI
86.5
90.3
82.6
90.4

Table 6. Ablation study of the dual-task learning. The best two
results are marked in bold and underline, respectively.

4.5. Ablation studies
Impact of Training Schedule. Table 5 demonstrates the
effectiveness of the proposed training schedule by comparing five different training schedules: T (target data only
training), S (Synthetic only training), S → T (pretraining
on Synthetic and finetuning on target data), (S, T ) (joint
training on Synthetic and target data), and S → (S, T )
(2-stage training). Except for the normal split of the ChangeSim dataset, the proposed 2-stage training—which jointly
trains on the target and Synthetic datasets after pretraining
on the Synthetic dataset—shows the best performance. The
result suggests that catastrophic forgetting for scene flow estimation occurs when fine-tuning only on the target dataset
where there is no scene flow supervision. In other words,
we could prevent catastrophic forgetting and retain the benefit of pretraining by jointly training on the target and the
Synthetic datasets in the second stage.
Impact of Dual-Task Learning. Table 6 verifies the advantage of the proposed dual-task learning by comparing
four different learning settings: C (change detection only)
with the T schedule, C with the S → (S, T ) schedule,
A → C (image alignment, i.e., scene flow estimation, followed by change detection) with the S → (S, T ) schedule,
and (A, C) (dual-task learning) with the S → (S, T ) schedule. The results indicate that performing scene flow estimation and change detection simultaneously exhibits consistently better performance in all cases than performing
change detection alone. Note that, if scene flow estimation
and change detection are performed sequentially (A → C)
instead of at the same time, it does not help to improve performance. This means that dual-task learning is the key to
improving change detection performance.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
Limitation. Particularly, SimSaC could learn to distinguish irrelevant pairs rather than assuming pairs with at least
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Ref. Image

Query Image

CSCDNet

DR-TANet

Ours

Ours

(on warped ref. img.)

Ground-truth

Figure 4. Qualitative results. The change masks are marked with purple. Our SimSaC effectively handles large variation in camera viewpoints and imperfect matches. Refer to the supplementary material for more examples.

a slight overlap. In line with this, SimSaC could integrate
the VPR pipeline for end-to-end learning. The integration
would allow a single neural network system for various applications such as SLAM and visual surveillance.
Conclusion. The proposed SimSaC—which leverages
both dense correspondence and mis-correspondence—
solves performance degradation with imperfect matches
from real-world scenarios that conventional change detection algorithms display a huge performance drop. For training SimSaC without additional annotations, we carefully
designed the training scheme with geometric transformations and the cut-paste method. We verified that the proposed training scheme advances the robustness of change

detection even given imperfect matches. Furthermore, we
collected a test benchmark dataset for evaluating change
detection algorithms placed within real-world applications.
We expect our work would stimulate the progress of the
change detection task towards practical use cases.
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